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WHO WE ARE

Flying Wild Hog: where gaming is our second nature and adventure is our middle name!

From Hard Reset to Shadow Warrior and Evil West, we live for heart-pounding action and

immersive experiences. But we're not stopping there!

We are currently working on something very exciting and we are on the hunt for a highly

skilled and experienced Lead 3D Character Artist to join our ambitious team. As we push

the boundaries of creativity and technology, we seek a visionary artist to spearhead our
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character creation, bringing to life the heart and soul of our next blockbuster game.

ABOUT THE POSITION

The  Accountant (Senior) will be responsible for keeping accounting records of Flying Wild

Hog companies’ regarding sales, purchases of services and fixed assets, payroll lists, bank

statements, etc. Your task will also be to ensure compliance of all transactions’ recognition with

Polish tax regulations (VAT,CIT including WHT). Moreover, You will be working closely with

PLAION capital group Team on month-end closings of Flying Wild Hog companies in Poland

(overseeing completeness of required procedures).

RESPONSIBILITIES

Keeping accounting records of Flying Wild Hog companies’ transactions in the SAP

system based on delivered documentation regarding sales, purchases of services and

fixed assets, payroll lists, bank statements, etc.

Ensuring compliance of all transactions’ recognition with Polish tax regulations (VAT,

CIT and WHT).

Working closely with Flying Wild Hog and PLAION capital group Teams on month-end

closings of Flying Wild Hog companies in Poland (overseeing completeness of required

procedures).

Coordinating the process of monthly tax reporting in Poland, including preparation of

VAT returns (JPK), and yearly CIT reporting including WHT;

Acting as a financial partner for internal departments 

Active participation in preparing periodic financial statements of FWH companies

(month-end / year-end). Assistance in optimising processes and procedures related to

the creation and circulation of financial and accounting documentation

Providing reports and conducting reconciliations necessary for the preparation of financial

statements and management reviews.

REQUIREMENTS

Master’s degree in Finance &  Accounting / Taxes or with an economic profile.

Experience in working as an independent accountant handling month-end closing



processes and preparing financial statements.

Excellent knowledge of Polish tax regulations and accounting rules.

Advanced MS Office skills, especially Excel.

Very good command of the English language in writing and speaking (to be used on a daily

basis).

Experience in monthly and yearly tax reporting will be considered as strong advantage

Experience in working with the SAP system 

Knowledge of the German language will be considered an advantage.

OUR OFFER

Hybrid or In location possible. 

Private medical care with the option to extend it to the family members (entirely

financed by the employer)

Fitprofit card

Hog’s Academy - development budget 

Professional mental health support

Language lessons (Polish and English)

Working environment based on a strong team spirit and positive energy 

Salary depending on skill level and experience

The team consisting of experienced experts that means - huge development possibilities

Flexible working hours (core hours 11:00-16:00) 
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